
Results

Continued Work
➢ As a continuation of this correlative imaging and AI analytics study, these tablets have been further

investigated via 3D x-ray microscopy (XRM). XRM allows for non-invasive imaging of the entire

tablet in 3D from which allows for quantification of ingredient morphology, spatial distribution, and

ingredient interface with the porosity network in 3D across the entire tablet. Please check out our

AAPS rapid-fire talk “Advanced Microstructure Characterization of Extended-Release Claritin

Formulations” for more results.

Purpose
➢ Given their complex nature, modified release systems demand an unprecedented

understanding of the microstructure and ingredient distribution fundamental to product

performance and quality. From coatings to multiple layers to a large number of

ingredients, complex oral dosage forms are especially intricate. It is therefore

fundamental to quantify critical quality attributes that can be optimized for ideal product

performance and quality.

➢ Coated bilayer sustained release oral dosage compositions containing a nasal

decongestant and an antihistamine were selected as a model formulation. The

objective of this work was to visualize and quantify the foundational microstructure of

these modified release tablets with the application of high-resolution imaging,

correlative spectroscopy, and cutting-edge artificial intelligence(AI)-based image

analytics.

Conclusions
➢ Pharmaceutical development intrinsically relies on the microstructure arrangement of

ingredients, engineered layers/coatings, and porosity. The achievement of specific

therapeutic goals can be optimized through an intimate understanding of these structures.

Using sustained release allergy formulation as an example, MFV-SEM has been

demonstrated here to be a novel approach in investigating the complex microstructure and

spatial arrangement of oral solid dosage forms.

➢ MFV-SEM uniquely allows for visualization at nanoscale resolution on a large

representative field of view millimeters in size such that the broader macroscopic

understanding of the sample is not forfeited. MFV-SEM also allows for collection of

correlative spectroscopy via EDS chemical mapping for additional phase confirmation.

➢ Going beyond the unprecedented visualization offered by MFV-SEM, the application of AI-

based image analytics is demonstrated here to be capable of extracting endless

quantitative microstructure information including; coating thickness, area fractions, particle

morphology, particle size and spatial distributions, and highly precise quantification of

complex microporosity networks.

➢ This characterization technique can be broadly applied to formulation development, quality

control and assurance, microstructure bioequivalence, forensic analysis, reverse

engineering, stability assessment, and regulatory support.

Methods
➢ A Claritin-D 12 (Bayer) and generic Allergy Relief-D12 (CVS Health) tablet cross-

sections were both imaged via mosaic field of view scanning electron microscopy

(MFV-SEM) as depicted in Fig. 1. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) chemical

characterization was then performed on several regions of the tablet cross-section for

phase confirmation and evaluation of ingredient distribution (Fig 2).

➢ Artificial intelligence and deep learning segmentation were utilized to classify contrast

distinct material phases of the tablet cross-sections (Fig. 3). AI image analytics were

then applied to quantify microstructural critical quality attributes including coating

thickness (Fig. 4), porosity area percentages, particle size, and spatial distributions

(Fig. 6).

Figure 2. EDS elemental mapping. (a) full field of view 
MFV-SEM of flat milled tablet cross-section. (b) table of 
listed ingredients and corresponding elemental 
composition (c) sulfur map revealing Pseudoephedrine 
Sulfate API in the inner core. (d) chlorine map revealing 
Loratadine API inside the coating. (e) sulfur map 
revealing Pseudoephedrine Sulfate API in the coating.
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Figure 1. MFV-SEM workflow. (a) Intact tablet with location of mechanical cut. (b1) Polished tablet 
cross-section. (b2) Argon beam flat milled tablet cross-section. (c1) Wide and magnified field of view 
MFV-SEM images of un-milled tablet cross-section. (c2) Wide and magnified field of view of final MFV-
SEM images collected on the polished and flat milled tablet cross-section.
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Figure 6. 3D XRM scan of an entire Claritin D12 tablet. (a) 2D cross-section image of 3D XRM scan with corresponding 
AI-phase segmentation overlay. (b) 3D rendering of segmentation results. (c) Segmentation label color scheme.

Figure 3. AI phase 
segmentation results. (a) 
MFV-SEM grayscale and 
corresponding segmentation 
of  Claritin-D 12 . (b) MFV-
SEM grayscale and 
corresponding segmentation 
of  Allergy Relief-D12 . 
Segmentation label color 
scheme outlined below 
applies to both datasets.

Figure 4. Coating thickness. (a) Cumulative distribution of 
tablet coating thickness calculated directly from MFV-SEM. 
(b) Corresponding coating thickness average and T10, T50, T90.

Figure 5. Core tablet porosity. Ultra high magnification zoom in on a 
region of the core tablet and the corresponding pore phase segmentation 
for (a) Claritin-D 12  and (b) CVS Allergy Relief-D12 revealing distinctly 
different pore networks.

Figure 6. Core tablet porosity quantification. (a) Plot of the cumulative size distribution of 
core tablet pores for Claritin-D 12  and CVS Allergy Relief-D12 tablets as quantified from the 
MFV-SEM images. (b) Table of core tablet pore area fraction and core tablet cumulative size 
distribution D10, D50, and D90 revealing the CVS Allergy Relief-D12 tablet to have smaller 
core tablet pores but more than twice the area fraction of pores in the core tablet. 
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